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1. Robots and AI Technology Everywhere
2. Debate Over Employment:  Automation Fears Redux or Who 
Owns Robots Rules the World? 
3. Comparative Advantage and Three Laws of Robo-economics
4.Choices:  Owning AI Robot Tech, Human Enhancement, or New 
Feudalism



Robot: “Automatic device that performs traditional human functions” 

 AI: “capacity of a computer to perform operations analogous to 
human learning and decision making … visual perception, speech 
recognition, decision-making, and language translation, and can 
beat humans at Chess, Go, Poker, Learning Anything”



Why is robot different from any other  
machine/instrument – physical capital?

 Robot is substitute for human skills that involve brain power and 
decision-making, not just muscles or other physical activities.

 Machine/instrument works at human discretion. Robot/AI makes 
decisions on its own.

 Federation of Robotics provides data on industrial robot defined 
as an “automatically controlled, re-programmable multipurpose 
manipulator programmable in three or more axes” (ISO) and 
service robot defined as one that performs useful tasks for humans 
or equipment excluding industrial automation applications”

 Government Census/Statistics gather data on investment in plant 
& equipment – capital in usual establishment survey.  Information, 
Technology, & Communication survey provides data on spending, 
including software, at the firm level.  
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IBM Watson Delivery dog- Boston

1. Robots – Everywhere! 
Do's pizzaf-delivery-Au

Humanoid robot-

Soccer robot

Sex robot-Japan



Robot Intensity in Mfg High in Advanced Countries: Number of  Multi-
purpose Industrial Robots per 10,000 workers 

Source: Federation of Robotics 2017, table 4.1



But China is largest purchaser and Mexico, Brazil, India, and 
Thailand are introducing many multipurpose industrial robots      

       



Artificial Intelligence Market Expected to 
Grow Rapidly as Well:  Revenues in 2016 
and forecasts through 2025 (in millions $)



Expectations of Tasks Where AI Will Grow 





Job Fears – Everywhere

Will Robots Steal Your Job? Why the highest-paid doctors are the most 
vulnerable to automation

Robots And Computers Could Take Half 
Our Jobs Within the Next 20 Years



Survey of 352 AI Experts Who Published at 2015 NIPS and 
ICML Conferences https://arxiv.org/abs/1705.08807, May 30, 2017

https://arxiv.org/abs/1705.08807




2.  Comparative Advantage and Three Laws of Robotics

Comparative Advantage says “The Rock” is better at everything 
than you, but is relatively better as wrestler/movie star. Even 
though he is better at your job than you, it is better for him to stick 
to car chases/beating villains and for you to do your work.

Could a Robot Be Professor?
 I don't know any facts.   I don't try to remember. 
I look it up on Google  Search  … until the 
Robot Professor replaces me... or my brain has 
direct link to Google Search.



Machines have comparative advantage in physical 
repetitious work, as John Henry learned in 1870s

At present, our comparative advantage is in brain-
power. For how long will we have that advantage?

John Henry told his captain,
"A man ain't nothin' but a man,
But before I let your steam drill 
beat me down,
I'd die with a hammer in my hand. 
Lord, Lord.
I'd die with a hammer in my hand."

https://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=ydTRk1l0ZqI

https://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=U3eutnpTr3E



AI beat pro card players at Texas Hold 'em poker ... could lead to 
AIs that … beef up airline security … simplify business negotiations....  
DeepStack … combin(es) new algorithms and deep machine learning ... 
that … mimics the human brain, allowing machines to teach themselves.

Advances in AI shift Comp Advantage
Google AlphaGo beats Humans at Go



Three Laws of Robo-Economics

1. Artificial intelligence  + improved computerization + 
robotics based on biological analogies→ better machine 
substitutes for humans: higher elasticity of substitution

2. Technological change reduces costs of robot substitutes for 
humans over time, bounding wages: W < Production cost 
of robot substitute for any given task.  

3 Effect on incomes depends on who owns robots.  If you 
own robot that does your job it is a tool that improves your 
work & income. But if I own robot that does your job, 
tough luck suckah! Who owns the robots rules the world!



Comparative advantage says don't worry about jobs: even if AI 
robots beat humans in all jobs, there will still be jobs for us, but if 
the AI robots are better substitutes for you and me than for 
existing machines, traditional aggregate analysis that divides 
factors between capital and labor must be modified.

In the past economists treated investment in machines as raising 
capital stock and thus improving labor productivity and earnings, 
which are positively related to capital/labor ratio. 

But if AI robots are substitutes for humans, then investment in 
machines raises labor  and wages of workers falls.  Alternative 
way to say this is that AI/robots are part of labor-saving 
technology that will lower wages (and possibly jobs) unless there 
is some offsetting expansion of aggregate demand. 

Law 1: The Importance of Substitability



Law2: TC Improves Robot Capability and Lowers Cost



Law 3: Falling Labor's Share of Incomes:  Effect of better 
substitute robots/machines?

Source: OECD-ILO, “Labour's Share in G20 Economies (Feb 2015)



AI Turns Malthus Upside Down

The power of AI robots is so superior to 
the mind of flesh and blood creatures that 
replacement by robot work must in some 
shape or other visit the human race” – 
Labor Economist, 2015.

The power of population is so superior to the 
power of the Earth to produce subsistence 
for man that premature death must in some 
shape or other visit the human race – 
Thomas Malthus, 1798 



3. Automation Fears Redux, or AI Robots Running  Over You?  

Redux Case: 

1) Past fears that automation destroys jobs fizzled out. FDR blamed 
  Great Depression joblessness on failure to “employ the surplus of our 
labor which the efficiency of our industrial processes has created”. Early 
1960s automation fears led to US Commission on Automation, followed 
by rise in E/Pop until 1971 recession; 1990s Rifkin's End of Work (1995) 
preceded dot.com boom. Why should this time be different?

2)  Past periods of major change produced rapid productivity which 
sparked shift of employment to better jobs.  Decline of agriculture --> 
rise of mfg jobs. Decline of mfg →  rise of retail and service sector jobs 
and white collar work . Does modest productivity growth imply that AI 
robots are just a bunch of headline hype!

3)  However technology changes, expansionary macro-policies can 
save the day.  Cost-saving technologies that reduce inflation widen the 
scope for those policies.  Danger is deflation not inflation so build 
infrastructure, lower taxes, “let the good times roll”.



Herb Simon's Shape of Automation (1966) Analysis 

1-  Labor less elastic supply than machines.  Labor market clears.  
Evidence – low unemployment despite tech change.
2- Technology for producing machines has constant returns to 
scale so infinitely elastic.  Evidence – real price of capital constant. 
3. Then real wages of workers benefit rise through reduced prices 
or higher wages. Evidence – real wages increase with productivity.

Simon's conclusion:  “the world’s problems in this generation and 
the next are problems of scarcity, not of intolerable abundance. The 
bogeyman of automation consumes worrying capacity that should 
be saved for real problems...”

But today labor's share of national income has fallen as real wages 
stagnate despite rising productivity/increase less than productivity; 
inequality has risen to levels that threaten democracy and stability.



AI-Robot Technology is Different
 Shift of work on-line gives AI edge in its digital world; while 

improved sensors give robots abilities to see and change our 
off-line world

 Deep learning, neural net, reinforcement algorithms with big 
data and computer power leads to experiential learning 
beyond us. 

 General purpose technology that can be applied widely; Cloud 
connections link computers/robots to enhance learning. 

 Ensemble of programs can mimic general intelligence even 
though each algorithm is task or occupation limited.

 “It's more powerful than previous approaches by not using 
human data, or human expertise in any fashion, we've 
removed the constraints of knowledge and it is able to create 
knowledge itself” (D. Silver, AlphaGo)





Mastering the Game of Go without human knowledge (Nature, Oct 2017)



Human Comparative 
Advantage?

The economics issue for comparative advantage is whether our advantage is in high 
value added/pay tasks or low value added/pay tasks.  As long as value of complex 
calculations and precision exceed the value of “everyday tasks such as walking” and it 
is easy to replicate robots/AI programs that do the valuable work, earnings will shift to 
the owners of the robots/AI away from workers good at outwalking humanoid robots 
and in other everyday tasks.   



Why Substitute Robots for Workers in Low Wage Countries?
● If you are paying workers $35 per hour to produce some good or service 

it surely pays off to buy a robot substitute that does the same work at $20 
an hour.  But what if the wage is $3.50 per hour?  Keep the worker 
employed and forego robotization?  Not necessarily.

● The economics requires that one compares the cost of the robot and 
workers in cost per unit produced.  If the $35 per hour worker is 10 times 
as efficient as the $3.50 worker, the incentive for buying the robot is the 
same in both countries. In the high wage country, the firm would displace 
one worker and gain $15 per hour in profit.  In the low wage country the 
firm would displace10 workers and also gain $15 per hour.

● If Output (O)/Employment (E) is the productivity of labor and W is the 
wage, a firm will have an incentive to replace workers with robots when 
W/(O/E) = WE/O > Cost of robot substitute.  Assuming the same cost of 
robot substitute in low and high wage countries, a low wage country with 
low labor productivity could have greater incentive to robotize than a 
high wage country with high labor productivity.  If wages reflect 
productivity similarly,the incentive to robotize would be the same.



Evidence on Effects of Industrial Robots on Jobs and 
Wages by US Areas with High Robot Exposure 1993-2007

Acemoglu-Restropo (NBER, WP23285)



4. Choices

 Stipulate comparative advantage argument that the danger is less 
joblessness per se than falling wage incomes and increased 
inequality as the owners of the robots, capital, gain while the rest 
of us lose.  That eventually AI robots will improve productivity 
and raise total output.

 
● Any plausible solution involves some redistribution of income so 

that benefits of higher productivity are shared by all.                      
               Picketty Capital Tax?                                                         
               Gates Robot Tax?                                                         
               More progressive taxes to expand welfare state?              
               Strengthen unions and CB?                                               
               Attack robots?                                                                    
               Attack trade, immigrants?  

● Lots of attention to Universal Basic Income, with more public free 
goods, access to health care, food, leisure, etc? 



CITIZENS,  OWNERSHIP MEANS YOUR AI 
ROBOT  WORKS FOR YOU
. 
YOU DON'T WORK FOR THE ROBOT.

MAKE HUMANS GREAT AGAIN!

A better way?: Ownership solutions     

                                       

● Paths to ownership for workers, that harness incentives
● Employee Ownership through ESOPs (US), 
● Stock Purchase Plans (UK), 
● Mandated profit-sharing (France) 
● Stock Options.

● Paths to ownership for citizens,  
● Pension funds, private  (US, Australia)
● Mandated public for private investment (Sweden) 
● Sovereign Funds (Norway, Alaska)



Human Enhancement Technology (HET) →  Cyborg 

HET: application of IT, nano-tech, bio-tech,cognitive science 
to improve human performance. Used in neuroprosthetics-- 
artificial limbs   BUT ...

Robots: If you can't 
beat 'em, join 'em

 Seeker Aug 28,2017 “Elon Musk’s Neuralink Gets $27 Million to 
Merge Humans and Machines” the only way to keep pace with 
artificial intelligence is to upgrade human intelligence 

 Science June 30,2017 “Ethical dimensions of neuroprosthetics”
 Nature July 7, 2017 “Giant Health Studies try to tap wearable 

electronics”
 Guardian, Nov 2016   “US military successfully tests electrical 

brain stimulation to enhance staff skills”



What, me worry about work? 
 You are MAD.  I have better 
things to do than to worry.  
Anyhow, it's not my problem. 
It's the baby's problem. Good 
luck, kid!  I hear Version N+1 
is cuter than you and don't cry. 

What do we do if we own the robots who do the work?



It is our problem

AI robotic technology will diffuse gradually around the world, 
so we have time to adjust policies and practices to assure that the 
vast majority of humans benefit from AI robots rather than 
becoming new serfs to a small elite of owners.  

Updating Simon's 1966 advice that we should worry about real 
problems of scarcity instead of the possible future “bogeyman of 
automation”, we should focus on policies that make AI robotics 
technology broadly inclusive both in terms of consumption and 
ownership so that billions of people can benefit from higher 
productivity and get on the path to the coming  age of intolerable 
abundance. 
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